ICPC Global Sponsors Summary

We are welcoming our participants on behalf of the ICPC global sponsors:

ICPC Global Programming Tools Sponsor, JetBrains, is the company that created an extended family of integrated development environments for various programming languages and designed Kotlin, a modern programming language that became the officially preferred language for Android. Their latest product is Space, an all-in-one team collaboration environment. JetBrains has been passionate about code since 2000. More than 9 million creative professionals from 213 countries and territories use and trust JetBrains tools. Visit jb.gg/icpc for resources to support the brilliant and creative minds of the ICPC community.

EdTech ICPC Gold Sponsor:
With the increasing demand for cloud-skilled employees, AWS Educate provides an academic gateway for the next generation of IT and cloud professionals. AWS Educate is Amazon's global initiative to provide students and educators with the resources needed to greatly accelerate cloud-related learning and help power the entrepreneurs, workforce, and researchers of tomorrow. AWS Educate provides four pillars of resources, at no cost to educational institutions, educators, or students.

ICPC Gold sponsor, IBM Quantum, leads the world in quantum computing and aims to solve complex problems the world's most powerful supercomputers cannot solve, and never will. IBM Quantum hires researchers, scientists, developers, engineers, and others around the globe who advance the field of quantum computing.

Deviation Games, ICPC Gold sponsor. Founded in 2019, Deviation Games is a new gaming company whose mission is to make the most engaging, innovative games on the planet. Formed by industry leaders with a mission of developing the types of games they want to play, Deviation draws from the most experienced talent in the industry to build teams of creative inventors. This is a company where the best of the best learn from each other, working on the leading edge of what is possible in video game creation. Promoting and celebrating talented student artists, engineers and the future inventors who will shape the industry is why Deviation Games supports ICPC.

==

Thank you again to all ICPC global sponsors! Your unwavering support allows us to shine a spotlight on the world’s greatest problem solvers and enables their dreams of competing on the global stage to come true.